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Contemporary – Classic – Modern Blinds & Shutters

Cell: 066 291 8764
Email: info@inspireddecor.co.za
Website: www.Inspireddecor.co.za
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VERTICAL BLINDS
COLLECTION

Modern Flair to a Reliable Classic
Our huge range of Vertical Blinds come in a variety of
colours, patterns and styles.
Vertical blinds are frequently considered to be an
office type blind, however, these window blinds have
become more popular in recent years as they offer an
interesting, clean cut, soft layered look to many new
contemporary style homes.
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Highly Versatile | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves |
Suits Residential and Commercial |

Contact INSPIRED DECOR on 066 291 8764 for free quotation

RELIABLE CLASSIC

Vertical Range
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Highly Versatile | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves |
Suits Residential and Commercial |

Contact INSPIRED DECOR on 066 291 8764 for free quotation

RELIABLE CLASSIC

Vertical Range
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Highly Versatile | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves |
Suits Residential and Commercial |

Contact INSPIRED DECOR on 066 291 8764 for free quotation

RELIABLE CLASSIC

Vertical Range
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Highly Versatile | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves |
Suits Residential and Commercial |

Contact INSPIRED DECOR on 066 291 8764 for free quotation

RELIABLE CLASSIC

Vertical Range
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ALUMINIUM BLINDS
COLLECTION

Practical & Attractive
Our Aluminium Blinds are one of the most versatile lines of blinds or
window treatments.
With the modern, sleek look of aluminium, designer colours, and
exciting metallics, these mini blinds make a statement and bring life
and a personality to any space - commercial or private.

DURABLE
Our quality paint formulation
offers everlasting colours with
highest UVA/UVB resistance in
the market

COST EFFECTIVE

2 SLAT SIZES

Cost effective, but still allows you
to add your decorative touch

Available in 25mm and 50mm slat
sizes
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25mm Venetians | Crisp Architectural Look| Superior High Flex Slats |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

PRACTICAL & ATTRACTIVE

25mm Aluminium Range
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50mm Venetians | Crisp Architectural Look| Superior High Flex Slats |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

PRACTICAL & ATTRACTIVE

50mm Aluminium Range
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50mm VENETIAN BLINDS

Sophisticated and Traditional

Our Venetian blinds can be described with
two words, sophisticated and traditional.
A true classic, they bring a pleasantly warm
feeling to any space in your home.
Available in designer colours and grains to
enhance any decorating scheme.
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50mm Venetian | Sophisticated and Traditional | Diamond Coated
Basswood |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

PRACTICAL & ATTRACTIVE

Basswood Range
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50mm Venetian | Amazingly Durable | Can Withstand High Humidity
+ Stain and Warp Resistant |

Ecoplas Range
50mm Venetian | Lightweight + Cost Effective | Perfect Choice
for Moisture-Prone Areas |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

PRACTICAL & ATTRACTIVE

Foam Wood Range

BAMBOO BLINDS
COLLECTIONS
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Natures Finest

Looking to make a statement in you space?
Then the natural, warm, feel of our Bamboo shades will do just that for you.
Our Bamboo shades offer a wide selection of colours, styles, textures.
Bring the inspiration of nature indoors.

NATURES FINEST MATERIALS
Composed of bamboo reeds Choose from a variety of colours

CUSTOMIZABLE
Choose between a Bamboo valance
or a wooden pelmet, add fabric
lining and/or protective coating

ECO FRIENDLY
One of many Eco-friendly products
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Casual City Lofts | Coastal Retreats | Leafy Streets | Harbour-sides |
Compliments Most Design Styles |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

NATURES FINEST

Bamboo Range
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Casual City Lofts | Coastal Retreats | Leafy Streets | Harbour-sides |
Compliments Most Design Styles |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

NATURES FINEST

Bamboo Range
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ROLLER BLINDS
COLLECTION

Functional and Gorgeous
Embellish each room with Luxury Roller Shades. Whether you seek to
show simplicity or opulence, these shades dress up your surroundings
with style.
You can customize your shades with outstanding fabrics, ranging from
gorgeous sheers that allow natural light through windows Screens that
control glare and heat, but reserve the view and Blockout for optimum
room darkening.
Roller blinds can be operated via spring, chain or chainless
motorisation with options including links, pelmets and cassette
headers.
LIGHT FILTERING & BLOCKOUT
Large selection of both light
filtering and blockout
styles

EXCLUSIVE FABRICS
Fabric collection has grown to
become one our strongest, offering
bold patterns, designs and colours

CUSTOMIZABLE
Large selection of valance
options, chain colours,
mechanism options and more
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Roller Range

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

FUNCTIONAL AND GORGEOUS

Shade and Privacy with Classic Style | Designed to Suit
Contemporary or Classic Decor with Style and Elegance |
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Shade and Privacy with Classic Style | Designed to Suit
Contemporary or Classic Decor with Style and Elegance |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

FUNCTIONAL AND GORGEOUS

Designer Roller Range
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Shade and Privacy with Classic Style | Designed to Suit
Contemporary or Classic Decor with Style and Elegance |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

FUNCTIONAL AND GORGEOUS

Designer Roller Range
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Shade and Privacy with Classic Style | Designed to Suit
Contemporary or Classic Decor with Style and Elegance |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

FUNCTIONAL AND GORGEOUS

Designer Roller Range
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DAY & NIGHT DOUBLE ROLLER
BLINDS
COLLECTION

Complete Versatility
Get the best of both worlds with one innovative solution.
That's precisely the aim of the Double Roller Blinds - Complete
Versatility.
These Blinds are controlled separately.
You can choose from a range of Sheer fabrics that allow daytime
views and privacy, and a full Blockout for night time views and privacy.
Create a look that works in a multitude of schemes.

LIGHT FILTERING & BLOCKOUT

EXCLUSIVE FABRICS

CUSTOMIZABLE

Large selection of both light
filtering and blockout
styles

Fabric collection has grown to
become one our strongest, offering
bold patterns, designs and colours

Large selection of valance
options, chain colours,
mechanism options and more
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Day & Night - Double Roller Range

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

COMPLETE VERSATILITY

Control Brightness | Maintain Privacy | Mix and Match fabrics to
Create a Unique Look |
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Day & Night - Double Roller Range

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

COMPLETE VERSATILITY

Control Brightness | Maintain Privacy | Mix and Match fabrics to
Create a Unique Look |
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Day & Night - Double Roller Range

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR ON 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

COMPLETE VERSATILITY

Control Brightness | Maintain Privacy | Mix and Match fabrics to
Create a Unique Look |
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Day & Night - Double Roller Range

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR ON 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

COMPLETE VERSATILITY

Control Brightness | Maintain Privacy | Mix and Match fabrics to
Create a Unique Look |
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ECLIPSE / ZEBRA BLIND
COLLECTION

Luxurious and Breathtakingly Beautiful
Our Sheer shades are composed of innovative and
revolutionary lines that offer the best of the best to
our customers!
The Sheer shades are designed for multifunctionality. They maintain the look of a shade
when closed, but can control light like a blind.
The delicate, yet luxurious fabrics and the multiple
varying functions of our sheer shades, makes them
one of our most popular products and a worthy
investment.
VERSATILE

EVOLUTION OF SHADES

AVAILABLE IN BLOCKOUT

This simple solution can be left
alone for a finished look, or dressed
up to compliment any décor theme

Our most innovating styles, giving
you the light control of a blind with
the soft elegance of a shade

Available in light filtering and
blockout fabrics
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Subtle Translucents and Opaques | Simple Control over Vane Angle |
A Unique Blind | with a Totally Unique Designer Range |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

INNOVATIVE & LUXURIOUS

Eclipse Range
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PRINTED BLINDS

Possibilities are Endless

With Inspired Decors Custom Graphic Shades, you're
the designer. The design possibilities are endless.
You can print literally any image on these roller
shades, from personal photos and theme room
graphics to logos and advertisements for a store
front.

Virtually anything you envision can be featured on to
enhance and enliven your home or business.
Our shades are printed on-demand on blockout
fabric.
You can customize your shade further with your
choice of control options, including motorization for
safe and easy operation, or add a valance for a
finished look.
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Be Unique | Be the Designer | The Possibilities are Endless |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

Printed Range
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ROMAN BLINDS
COLLECTION

Smart Styling
Simplicity that can be dressed in endless ways.
From classic to contemporary, Roman Shades have a way of
warming up spaces, depending on which fabrics you choose
and where you place them.

These shades are very appealing. Our extensive fabric selection
consists of Sheer, Translucent and Blockout fabrics to cover all
applications.
Whether you like it to feel formal, fluffy, feminine, clean or
romantic, our collection is an inviting choice for smart styling.
GRAND FABRICS COLLECTION
Fabrics from all over the world,
making it one of the most exclusives
collections in the industry

TRANSFORM ROOMS
FINISHED AND FINE

Offers modern elegance that will
pop in any room
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Classic and Timeless | Suits every Design Style| Versatile | Suits all
Architectural Styles | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves|

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

SMART STYLING

Roman Range
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Classic and Timeless | Suits every Design Style| Versatile | Suits all
Architectural Styles | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves|

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

SMART STYLING

Designer Roman Range
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Classic and Timeless | Suits every Design Style| Versatile | Suits all
Architectural Styles | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves|

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

SMART STYLING

Designer Roman Range
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Classic and Timeless | Suits every Design Style| Versatile | Suits all
Architectural Styles | Extensive Range of Fabrics and Weaves|

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

SMART STYLING

Designer Roman Range

PANEL BLINDS
COLLECTION
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Decorative & Elegant
Panel Blinds are an ideal solution for
covering large expanses of windows,
including bi-fold and sliding doors.
The design is both decorative and
functional, adding a touch of elegance to
any room.

The panel glide system also offers
multiple panel widths to suit any purpose.
Choose from a large selection of fabrics
including Sheers, Translucent and
Blockout from our Roller Fabric and
Bamboo range.
VERTICAL ALTERNATIVE

VARIETY OF FABRICS

CUSTOMIZABLE

Contemporary replacement for
vertical blinds

Choose from our Roller and
Bamboo ranges

Bring in an assortment of colour.
Options include choice of panel
size, valance, opening type and
more

Highly Versatile | Flexible System |Wide Range of Exciting
Configurations |Suitable For Residential + Commercial |

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

DECORATIVE & ELEGANT

Panel Range
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MOTORISED BLINDS
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Life Just Got Easier
Motorised blinds are an affordable luxury.
Giving you the option of having beautiful blinds
that will open and close at the touch of a
button.
Motorised blinds not only put the finishing
touch to a room through style and design but
they also bring with them a range of benefits
and a more convenient, safe and stylish way to
dress your home.
With just a touch of a button you have total
control over your blinds installed in even the
most hard to reach areas.
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SHUTTERS COLLECTION

Classic and Picturesque
Shutters enhance the lasting architectural quality of
windows, and increase the value of your property.
They're also a smart choice for light control, energy
efficiency and noise insulation. There is a style for every
window size, shape and configuration.
Classic and Picturesque, choose from our range of
Aluminium, PVC or Basswood. They come in a variety of
wood, stains and colour finishes.
ROLLER BLINDS

ALUMINIUM

PVC

BASSWOOD
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Breaking a window or door is easy, however breaking through aluminium
reinforced shutters takes time and creates noise.
This makes the aluminium adjustable louver shutters a useful deterrent to
intruders who are looking for an easy way to gain entrance to your home
or business. Security shutters are locked into place, no one on the outside
will be able to see into the comfort and privacy of your home.
The adjustable louvers are reinforced with steel rods running through the
core of each louver, extending into the aluminium framework, to ensure an
extremely robust, yet attractive alternative to steel gates and burglar bars.
These shutters are securely locked by means of a spring loaded bolt
system and unique sliding locking bolt mechanism.
Aluminium shutters are maintenance free and are particularly well suited
to harsh conditions in the coastal areas. They can be powder coated in a
wide selection of standard or custom colours to suit your décor.

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

CLASSIC AND PICTURESQUE

Aluminium Shutters
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Our New PVC Shutters are more than a practical window covering,
they offer a classic, timeless look that enhances any style home.
They are water resistant, fire retardant and provide greater insulating
power (3x more than wooden shutters) and offers excellent UV
protection. PVC Shutters are a great investment when buying a home.
They look like wooden shutters, but come with a better price tag and
longer life span. PVC shutters are the preferred choice when you have
to consider things like humidity, durability and price.
Our extremely durable PVC range has aluminium cores with UV
inhibitors and will not absorb moisture, delaminate, split or crack, and
are excellent for kitchens and bathroom and are impervious to damp
and easy to clean.
This means the shutter will not sag, deform or creep over time.
Our PVC shutters are designed to compliment and match our
Basswood shutters profiles.

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

CLASSIC AND PICTURESQUE

PVC Shutters
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Basswood is one of the strongest quality hardwood species available
on the international market, it is solid and not porous making it
resistant to wood borer (unlike other types of hardwoods which are
available in the South African market) and is known for it’s stability,
strength and hardness.
Basswood shutters can be designed to match your decor, flooring
and furniture as we offer a choice of 10 standard colours, as well as
custom-made solid colours and stains.

Contact INSPIRED DÉCOR on 066 291 8764 for a free quotation

CLASSIC AND PICTURESQUE

Basswood Shutters

